48” Walk Through Bathing Tub

Available
Models:
GB48WT-R
GB48WT-L

GB48WT-C

Groomer’s Best Walk-Through Bathing Tub with Lift & Slide Ramp features all the convenience of today’s groomer
wants and needs. Now featuring our NEW Tri-Lock Harnessing system providing 18 different locking positions –
making it easier to handle animals of ALL sizes. Perfect for animals of all sizes, and includes our Lift & Slide ramp
that allows for the animals ease of access and tucks away underneath the tub for your convenience. Double sealed
to prevent leaking and rusting. Includes a removable door and animal restraints. It will continue to pamper you with
all these conveniences for a lifetime! Specify right, left, or center plumbing. Raised Floor Grates, Plumbing Kit, and
accessories available!
Features:





Double sealed to guarantee no leaking or rusting.












Door included!

Easy set up and assembly, just put the legs & ramp on!
Includes a non-slip ramp with Lift & Slide design. The ramp Locks into position easily, to put it away just lift it
up and slide it back!
Back splash wall includes 2 animal restraint eyelets.
Guaranteed to never leak or rust.
Specify water ports and drain on right, left or center.
Solid 20 gauge 304 stainless steel.
12-1/2” W x 11”H walk-through opening.
20″ Legs with leg levelers.
Optional accessories available.
Ramp attached opposite of the plumbing
Handcrafted in the USA— 3 Year Warranty
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Available as Left, Right or center drain.
the left or right.

3.5” drain hole, located 7” on center from

Faucet Holes are pre-punched as a 1” hole 3 holes 4” on center as pictured
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